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Leh Ladak 11 Night / 12 Days
Dear Sir,

Greetings from CHOWDHURY TOURISM, Kolkata!!!!!!!!
Thanks for your Query. With reference to your requirement we are pleased to offer you
as below:
Suggested Itinerary:
(12 Days)
Leh : 4n Covering Pangon Lake, Nubra : 1n , Kargil : 1n , Srinagar : 3n Covering
Sonemarg, Gulmarg, Pahelgaon : 2n .

TOUR ITINERARY
Day01:-( Srinagar): Arrive Srinagar over Night Stay at Hotel.
Day 02:- (Cargill): After breakfast proceed to Kargil via Sonemarg and
Zojilla pass 3527 mts (205 km ) it will take (6-7hrs) Early in the morning after
breakfast drive towards Kargil . After crossing the city is another spectacular
facet of country side in Kashmir in Sindh valley. The Sind valley is largest tributary
of the valley of Kashmir. After Sonemarg most rough road and wet Zojilla pass
(Gate way of Ladak) This road continue to drive Dross (The Second coldest
inhibited village in world ) after more two and half hours drive to Kargil at the
altitude of (2715 mts) overnight in Hotel.
Day 03:-( Cargill to Leh) (235 Kms)(6-7 hours): After breakfast, leave
for Leh. On the way halt at Lamoure Monastery which is one of the oldest
monasteries of Ladakh and then to pass through Mulbekh which has the famous
Lord Buddha Sculpture. Transfer to Hotel. Rest of the day free to get
acclimatized to the high altitude. Overnight in Leh.
Day 04:- (Explore Indus valley): Visit some ancient monasteries ,Shay Gump
is about 15 Kms from Leh. It used to be the summer palace of the kings of Ladakh.
There are lots of Stupas and Gompas built around the palace. Shay palace was built
by Deldan Nagoya in the beginning of 17th century AD. Main attraction in Shay is
the 12m Shakyamuni Buddha statue inside the Dristan Gompa.Thiksey Gompa, close
to Shay is about 17 Kms from Leh.
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The monastery is considered to be one of the most beautiful in Ladakh and belongs
to the Gelukspa order. This Monastery is more than 500 year old. Hem is
Monastery, about 45 Kms south of Leh it is one of the most famous and largest
monastery in Ladak. It belongs to the Drukpa order and was founded in the early
17’Th century. The setting is perfect with the monastery cradled in a lovely valley,
surrounded by Mountain and fronted by long Mani walls. Sandhog ghard Darshan to
Holy Indus River. Amir Khan School Or 3 –Idiot shoot school. Leh Palace: Is build
by King Singe Namgail of Namgail Dynasty in 17th century. The Palace is nine story
high, and it overlook the Leh main Market, Stoke Kangri. The upper story was
earlier used by the royal family .Now the palace is open for tourist the collection
of jewelers, ornaments, Thangkas, ceremonial dresses, crowns, and centuries-old
pieces of jewelers are kept here for public display. Overnight stay in Hotel.
Day 05 Nubra valley: After breakfast drive to Nubra Valley. The road
journey from Leh to Nubra Valley passes over Khardung La (The Highest Motor
able Road In The World) 18,390 Ft, around 39 km from Leh. From the pass, one
can see all the way south over the Indus valley to seemingly endless peaks and
ridges of the Zaskar range, and north to the giants of the Asser massif. Nubra
Valley is popularly known as Ldumra or the valley of Flowers. It is situated in the
north of Ladakh between the Karakoram and Ladakh ranges of the Himalayas. The
average Altitude of the valley is 10,000 Ft. above sea level. Upon arrival in Nubra
we check in at our Camp / Hotel in Hander, have a rest till evening ,before sun set
we will take you for a short drive to Hander sand dunes to visit & ride double
humped bacterium camel, later back to accommodation for overnight stay If time
permits we will walk around the tiny villages to see how the locals live in this part
of the world. A visit to a Ladakh home can be arranged. Overnight Stay at the
Camp or Hotel.
Day 06 Leh -After breakfast we will visit the most picturesque Disked
monastery on the hill top. Drive to other side of Nubra valley , the main part of silk
route. We will continue our drive back to Leh via Khardongla. Reach Leh & transfer
to Hotel for overnight stay.
Day07: Leh – Pangon Lake – Leh (296 KM) After breakfast leave for
Pangon Lake en route crossing Chagall pass 17,570fts. Pangon Lake, situated at
13,930 feet . It will take around 5 hours to reach their . A long narrow basin of
inland drainage, hardly six to seven Kms, at its widest point and over 125 km long,
it is bisected by the international border between India and China.
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A few years back the government decided to open it to tourists though the lake
and its surrounding is under army surveillance. Enjoy the landscape in the back drop
of the Lake. One rarely feels so close to nature and environment and the scenery is
unforgettable. By evening you will be back to Leh
Day 08 (Srinagar) :- After Breakfast proceed to Srinagar ,Evening
Arrive Srinagar and Overnight Stay at Hotel.
Day 09(Srinagar):- Full day Visit Sonmargh and Gulmarg and back to hotel
and overnight stay at hotel.
Day 10 :-(Pahalgam):-After breakfast Checkout from hotel and proceed to
Pahalgam and overnight stay.
Day11 (Pahalgam ):- Full day visit Pahalgam and overnight stay at Hotel.
Day12 (Jammu):- After breakfast checkout from hotel and proceed to
Jammu and Drop Jammu Station Via Jammu Local sight Seen.

ABOVE TOUR PROGRAMME IS AS PER FLIGHT SCHEDULE. IN CASE
ONE OPTS TO TRAVEL BY TRAIN, NUMBER OF DAYS WILL CHANGE.

COST DETAILS : EXCLUSIVE GST
2 Person In DBR
34,900/-

3 Person In DBR
32900/-

9-11 Yrs. Child
32900/-

UPTO 8 Yrs. Child
With Seat
NOT ALLOWED
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Meal Plan: AP (BREAKFAST+LUNCH+EVENING SNACKS, TEA +DINNER)
Accommodation: Rooms on Twin/Triple sharing basis
Tour Price Includes:
• Sleeper class Train fare. (Return)

• Accommodation on twin/triple sharing basis.

• All the rooms are base category
• Meal Plan (as per mentioned above)
• Exclusive Non a/c vehicle for all transfers & sightseeing as per itinerary.
• All hotel taxes applicable (as per itinerary).
Tour Price Excludes:
• Personal expenses such as laundry, telephone bills, bar bills, tips & gratuity,
bottled water and cost for other activities such as rafting, rock climbing, paragliding,
porter age, etc.

• Additional sightseeing or extra usage of vehicle, other than mentioned in the
itinerary.
• Entrance Fees for museums and monuments.

• Any cost arising due to unforeseen contingencies such as landslides, road
blockage, political disturbances (strikes), etc. Such expenses will have to be paid
directly.

• Any increase in taxes or fuel price, leading to increase in cost on surface
transportation & land arrangements, which may come into effect prior to departure.
• GST

• Any form of Insurance.

• Anything which is not included in the inclusion.
Child Policy:
Hotels are very strict with the child policy. Please carry the age proof so that it can be
produced when asked.

➢

Child 5

-10 yrs without extra bed.
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Payment Policy:
1) Any confirmation is subject to an advance deposit of 25% of the package cost and
has to be paid immediately, after that we can process the booking.
2) Balance Payment has to be made in advance and must be paid & as per time
limit given at the time of confirmation.
3) Payments can be remitted through any of the following mode and is subject to realization.
As Par Cheque: Issue in the name of M/S CHOWDHURY TOURISM
Bank Details for Transfer / Cheque Deposit:
M/S CHOWDHURY TOURISM
STATE BANK OF INDIA
Account No. 34394737510
Branch: RAJA RAM MOHAN ROY ROAD BRANCH
RTGS/IFSC Code: SBIN0014522

After depositing the payment, Please scan and mail us the deposit slip
at chowdhurytourism@gmail.com
Cancellation Policy:
Cancellation has to be sent to us by email.
1. BEFORE 30 DAYS DEPARTURE DATE
2. BEFORE 15 DAYS DEPARTURE DATE
3. BEFORE 3 DAYS DEPARTURE DATE
COST

ONLY AIRTICKET CHARGE
AIRLINETICKET+30% TOUR COST
AIRTICKET+NON-REFUNDABLE TOUR

WISH YOU A HAPPY JOURNEY

